1. ABSTRACT In this paper we describe a method, based on lazy evaluation, for creating infinite data structures in Ada. We illustrate some potential applications of infinite data structures and describe three different implementation approaches.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we show how one can employ some elegant methods of functional programming within the Ada programming language. In particular we show how to create libraries of infinite data structures and higher order functions. We illustrate how these data structures might be used in a variety of applications and discuss three different approaches to their implementation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 3 we introduce lazy evaluation, using some familiar examples to illustrate its usefulness.
In Section 4 we describe some of the difficulties of defining lazy evaluation in a language like Ada, then show how to overcome them with a "one size fits all" definition of infinite data structures in Ada.
In Section 5 we illustrate the use of infinite sequences in such diverse areas as Numerical Analysis, Statistics, and Distributed Interactive Simulation.
In Section 6 we discuss two alternative approaches to achieving infinite data structures that still preserve the spirit of Ada's strong typing.
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In Section 8 we mention some related work, such as the Ada Generic Library, the C++ Standard Template Library, and the Kawa and Pizza systems.
Finally, in Section 9 we offer some conclusions and suggest some future lines of investigation.
AN OVERVIEW OF LAZY EVALUATION AND INFINITE DATA STRUCTURES
Lazy evaluation, which has been used in the functional programming community for the past two decades [5, 61, provides elegant solutions to a number of problems, such as the creation and manipulation of infinite data structures. Several functional languages, including Haskell [7] and Miranda [ 161, even use lazy evaluation as the usual mode of operation.
Lazy Expressions
Lazy evaluation consists of delaying the actual evaluation of an expression until the expression is actually needed in another computation. The general technique is to replace the actual computation of an expression with a "promise" to compute the expression when necessary. This promise consists of a function (actually, a closure) and the appropriate arguments necessary for performing the given computation.
Virtually all computer languages contain some lazy constructs. In Ada, for example, the and then and or else constructs are lazy in their first argument.
To see this, consider the expression x/=Oandtheny/xcS
This expression is lazy in that Y/x is not evaluated unless we know that X is non-zero. The laziness of the expression guards against divide-by-zero errors.
Lazy Functions
In the functional programming community, the term lazy generally applies to functions, meaning that a given function does not evaluate its arguments.
To illustrate, consider the COGS function found in Lisp [14] and in virtually all functional languages. The function call .* (cons e L) adjoins the element e to the front of the linked list L. The conventional evaluation order would be to evaluate e and L first, then apply cons to the results. However cons need not, and perhaps should not, evaluate its arguments [5] . It could merely create a new list cell containing a pointer to the element e and a pointer to the list L, without having to know what e and L evaluate to.
Again, we can think of a lazy expressions as a promise to compute a given value, if we need it.
The Need for Eager Expressions
An "eager" expression is one that is evaluated at once. An eager function, therefore, is one that evaluates its arguments before it is applied.
Even lazy languages must, of necessity, contain some eager constructs, otherwise no work would get done. (If every function were lazy, we would be left with a set of empty promises.) Some constructs are eager in some arguments and lazy in others. For example, an and then or an or else construct will evaluate its first argument eagerly, only evaluating its second argument if it is needed.
In a lazy functional language, the general rule is that every construct that is not required to be eager is considered lazy. Expressions that are necessarily eager include: 
Infinite Data Structures
One important use of lazy evaluation has been to create "infinite" data structures, such as the sequence of all natural numbers or the sequence of all prime numbers.
Using a notation based on the language Miranda, we might define the sequence of all natural numbers as from n = n : from (n+l) naturals = from 0
In our Miranda-like notation, the symbol I':" indicates the operation of cons-ing an element onto the head of a list.
Since we humans are finite creatures, any real application of infinite data structures will only involve looking at some finite number of actual values within any particular data structure.
For example, we may want to compute l the sequence of all prime numbers less than 1000, l the sequence of approximations to the square root of 2, terminating when the relative error is less than some prescribed quantity E, or l a statistical sample corresponding to a particular time interval within a sequence of sensor input readings from a potentially infinite forward time span.
The trick is never to deal with the entire data structure at once, but only those parts that we need. To the user, however, the particular object should be indistinguishable from an actual infinite data structure.
Consider a simple example -extracting the third natural number. We can define the function third as
where hd returns the first element of a sequence and tl returns the sequence of all elements excluding the first. The third natural number would then be given by third naturals
Tracing the computation of third naturals gives us 1. third naturals => third (from 0) --by definition 2. => hd (tl (tl (from 0))) --again, by definition 3. => hd (tl (tl (0 : from 1) --since tl is eager 4. => hd (tl (from 1)) 5. => hd (tl (1 : from 2)) --again since tl is eager 6. => hd (from 2) 7. => hd (2 : from 3) --since hd is eager 8. => 2
We never explicitly computed the rest of the sequence, represented by from 3, although it remained available in case we needed it.
A useful auxiliary function is fake n L, which returns the first n elements of a list L. Many functional languages allow us to define functions in terms of constructor patterns on their arguments, which often provides a more readable alternative to using cafe statements or if-elsif-else statements. Using pattern notation, take can be defined as takeOL=[] takenL=hdL:take(n-l)L A more interesting example is the set of all prime numbers, which we can define using the well-known Sieve of Eratosthenes. In a functional language, the definition is quite elegant. filterOut p (n : L) = if n mod p = 0 then filterOut p L else n : filterOut p L sieve p : L = p : sieve (filterOut p L) primes = sieve (from 2) Notice how sieve describes an infinite sequence in terms of a countably infinite set of infinite sequences.
Functions as First Class Citizens
The distinguishing feature of functional languages is that functions are first class citizens, which means we can treat a function as an ordinary data object. We can pass functions as parameters and return functions as results, which enables us to define higher order functions, that is, functions that take functions as arguments and return functions as values. In his excellent paper, "Why Functional Programming Matters," John Hughes [8] shows how functional programming provides a powerful mechanism for decomposing programs into modules and gluing them together in easily understood ways. In the above examples, we have constructed programs from infinite data structures, using lazy evaluation and higher order functions as the glue.
One can describe many problems, from such diverse areas as Numerical Analysis, Artificial
Intelligence, and Distributed Simulations, effectively in terms of operations on infinite sequences. We can then use higher order functions to tie these sequences together. Lazy evaluation provides the key to producing transparent descriptions of solutions to such problems while still achieving reasonably efficient implementations.
Avoiding Needless Computation
Most implementations of lazy evaluation are "lazy" in two senses -(1) they will not compute any result before it is needed and (2) they will only compute any particular result once, saving the result for future use, if necessary.
This second sense of laziness is usually implemented by defining a promise as a structure with two components: l a function to compute the result, and l a holder in which to keep a reference to the computed result.
DEFINING LAZY EVALUATION IN ADA
Whenever we wish to introduce a new paradigm into an existing language, we should ask three questions: l Can we do it at all? l Can we do it in a way that preserves the advantages and general flavor of the original language? l Can we do it efficiently?
With regard to introducing lazy evaluation and infinite data structures into the Ada language, we will answer the first question in this section and address the second and third questions in Section 6.
Implementing Lazy Evaluation in an Eager Language
To implement lazy evaluation in a language where each function evaluates its arguments eagerly, we need a mechanism for delaying the evaluation of a function (or its arguments) until the result is needed.
This question has been addressed at length in the functional programming community. Eager functional languages, such as Scheme [9] We will now show how to achieve delayed evaluation in Ada,
Sexpr: A Universal Type
For our first stab at creating an infinite sequence package, we will adopt a "one size fits all" approach, similar to that found in a weakly typed language like Lisp or Scheme. We will create the type Sexpr (or "symbolic expression"), which will encompass all the data types we will use -all scalar types, sequences, and function types. This allows us, for example, to represent a function of any number of variables as a Sexpr and to represent the list of actual parameters to the function as another Sexpr.
Elementary Values
We can create Sexprfs) Nil simply returns a constant empty sequence, while Cons adds SI to the front of S2. In all of the examples in this paper, we will assume S2 to be a (finite or infinite) sequence.
As an example, the list [I, 2, 31 would be represented as Cons(New-Int( l), Cons(New_Int(2), Cons(New_Int(3), Nil)))
We can access sequences by using the functions function Head(S : Sexpr) return Sexpr; function Tail(S : Sexpr) return Sexpr; procedure Set-Head(S : Sexpr; To-Be : Sexpr); procedure Set-Tail(S : Sexpr; To-Be : Sexpr)
Head returns the front of a sequence, while Tail returns the sequence consisting of the remaining elements in order. Set-Head replaces the first element, while Set-Tail replaces the remainder sequence. In the case of the sequence Nil, the function Tail returns Nil, while the other functions raise an exception. All the above routines will return an exception if S is not a sequence.
We also note that the parameter S to Set-Head and Set-Tail is an in parameter rather than an in out parameter. We accomplish side effects by altering values accessed via pointers. We avoid in out parameters whenever possible, so that we can use any expression in an appropriate context, no matter how that expressions was obtained. Finally, we have introduced implicit type coercions into our arithmetic operators, so that an arithmetic operation on a mixture of integer and real Sexpr(s) returns a real Sexpr.
While implicit type coercion goes against the Ada strong typing philosophy, it fits in well with the weakly typed Lisp and Scheme approach. Our more Ada-like versions of lazy evaluation, discussed in Section 6, will not allow implicit type conversions.
Making Promises (or Functions as Sexprs)
Just as we use Nil as the starting point for finite sequences, we build infinite sequences using a promise (called an application in our system) as a starting point. We define the type Sexpr-Function to be an access to a function from Sexpr(s) to Sexpr(s). We then define the constructor function New-Function(F : Sexpr-Function) return Sexpr; which allows us to treat functions as data objects. Finally, we define a promise as function New-Application(F : Sexpr; S : Sexpr-Function) rehm Sexpr;
When we build an application object, the second argument will always be a sequence of elements, corresponding to the list of actual parameters.
As a complement to the application objects, we create the function Forced, specified as function Forced(S : Sexpr) return Sexpr;
which can be used to force evaluation -of a function application. For any Sexpr that is not an application, Forced will return the Sexpr itself.
Eager functions, like Head, Tail, and the arithmetic functions, will call Forced repeatedly on their arguments until they receive an answer that is not an application.
DeJining Auxiliary Functions
It is often convenient to define a function on elementary values, then implement it using an auxiliary Sexpr function. For example, we could define the sequence of integers n, n+l, n+2, etc. by defining the following two functions:
function From-N(N : Integer) return Sexpr; function From-N-Aux(S : Sexpr) return Sexpr;
The definition of From-N-Aux can be made private, if we wish to hide the implementation details of From-N.
Implementing an Injnite Sequence
The implementations of From-N and From-N-Aux illustrate a general pattern of infinite sequence creation; therefore we will look at their implementations in detail.
We can define the function From-N as 
Operations on Infinite Sequences
Infinite sequences constitute building blocks that allow us to perform interesting operations on sequences. We will look at two particular kinds of operations -(1) transformations on the sequences themselves, such as filtering out particular elements of a sequence, and (2) higher order functions on sequences, such as mapping a function across all elements of a sequence. Cons(H, Cons(Tail(S2), Nil))));
I Transfomzations on Sequences
The code is somewhat messy, due to the need to pass the parameters as a list. We could clean up the code a bit by defining constructor functions to build the parameter lists. 
Higher Order Functions

The Underlying Sexpr Data Structure
Sexpr is defined as a record type with a single component, namely, a pointer to a variant record type that encompasses all the varieties of Sexpr objects.
The record variants consist of a null variant, corresponding to the Nil object, several elementary variants, each of which has a single field containing an elementary value, afunction variant that contains a pointer to a function on Sexpr(s), a pair variant that contains a pointer to the head of a sequence and a pointer to the rest of the sequence (Pairs are the result of Cons operations), and an application variant that contains a function pointer and a list of arguments to the function. Pairs and applications can both represent sequences.
One could trade some space for time by including an additional field in an application variant. This field could hold the computed value, once the application had been forced. If we had several pointers to the same application structure active at the same time, this would allow a computed value to be shared by all references to that value.
The Appendix presents some of the implementation code for the Sexpr data type.
The Role of Ada 95
Our implementation of lazy evaluation is based upon the function access types available in Ada 95.
Since Ada 83 did not have function accesses, we could not easily define this kind of mechanism in Ada 83. While we could resort to some subterfuge, such as passing a function's address as an integer to as machine language routine that called the function, this approach would be highly implementation dependent.
Another approach might be to try to simulate function objects by task objects; however, since all task objects of a given type must perform the same operation, we would need to decide in advance what functions were to be allowed in a given application, then build a task type specifically for that application.
The author encountered a similar problem when defining the pretty printer for ENCORE, a software reengineering system developed at the G.E. Research and Development Center [2] . In that system we had to resort to a large case statement in order to invoke the appropriate function at any given point in the pretty printer operation.
SOME USES OF INFINITE DATA STRUC-TURES
Sequences arise naturally in many applications. These include applications include problems in numerical analysis, statistics, and simulation. In numerical analysis, we often deal with sequences of approximations to a given solution; in statistical problems we deal with sequences of observations; and in simulations we deal with sequences of system states.
Successive Approximations
One common approach in solving numerical problems is to define a sequence of approximations to a particular value. A simple example is Newton's method for finding the positive square root of a real number. (A good discussion of successive approximations can be found in [8] .)
I. I Newton 's Method
Newton's method for finding the square root of a number x can be described by the sequence
where y. is some initial approximation to the square root of x and each subsequent yn can be defined in terms of its predecessor in the sequence:
We can use our Seq package to implement this sequence, by defining a function that computes the rest of the sequence, given x and an initial value for the sequence. We assume here that S consists of the list [x, y] . containing x and the latest approximation y to the square root. We can then define our Sexpr function as The function Prods can be defined in a similar way, with addition replaced by multiplication. 
A General Successive Approximations Package
Most successive approximations consist of applying a given incremental approximation function repeatedly to an initial value to obtain a sequence of approximations. We can capture the successive approximation pattern as a higher order function, which we could apply to particular incremental functions and initial values.
In other words, we could define a function function Successive-Approximations(S : Sexpr) return Sexpr;
To define this higher order function, we need to pack all the information we need into the argument S. The result should give us the next term in the sequence as well as the information necessary to compute the rest of the sequence. Thus, the argument S will consist of Each new successive approximations application simply involves defining a new function F to go from one approximation to the next.
Adding a Stopping Rule
We are usually not interested in an entire sequence, but simply in the first element that satisfies some criteria. This brings us to the notion of a stopping rule.
Our relative error rule, mentioned previously, can be defined by the following function: As with the successive approximations process, we could define a higher order function called Stopping-Rule and supply individual functions to obtain particular stopping rules.
More Operations on Approximation Sequences
Some approximation algorithms converge slowly. This not only wastes computing resources but also can lead to a loss of accuracy (since roundoff errors tend to accumulate with the number of operations performed). Consequently, a number of sequence transformations have been developed in order to speed up the convergence of successive approximation algorithms. These transformations can be viewed simply as functions from one sequence to another and, thus, can be defined using our lazy evaluation mechanism.
A Note on Using Generics
Certain patterns arise repeatedly in our applications. For example, in converting a floating point function F to a Sexpr function F-S, we often encounter code like: function F-S(S : Sexpr) return Sexpr is begin return New-Real(F(Real(Head(S)))); end F-S;
We can save some keystrokes (and also improve readability and reliability) by defining generic functions that embody a number of these patterns.
The approximation steps and the stopping rules could also benefit from this sort of treatment.
Statistical Applications
Statistical applications involve gathering sample data and analyzing the data in terms of some probabilistic model that the data are expected to satisfy. The samples themselves can appear in many forms, such as l quality measurements on a randomly selected sample of machine parts from an assembly line, l measurements of the effects of a new drug versus a placebo on patients with a particular illness, or . an ongoing collection over time of closing share prices of a list of selected stocks on the New York Stock Exchange.
We can represent all the above data as sets of values, which we can represent, in turn, as sequences.
While the samples themselves may come from diverse sources, we can handle them in similar ways. Routines to analyze samples in terms of means, variances, correlation coefficients, etc., should not be concerned with whether the sample was typed in at a terminal, read from a file, or gathered by some set of sensors placed at strategic points in some area. All samples should appear to the statistical routines as instances of the same data type.
The use of infinite data structures allows us to view each sample as a (potentially infinite) sequence.
I Computing the Mean and Standard Deviation
As our focus here is on dealing with different kinds of samples, rather than computing particular statistics, we will simply show how to compute the mean and standard deviation using our potentially infinite data structures.
We can compute the mean and standard deviation of a sample by keeping a running sum of data values and a running sum of the squares of the values. At any point in the process we could compute the mean and standard deviation (up to that point).
Our sample and running sums might look like: Each individual function listed above is fairly easy to define. The running standard deviation is also straightforward, once the running variance has been defined. The object Sqrt-Fen is a Sexpr-ized version of the Sqrt function.
Gathering Samples by Hand
The usual way to gather a statistical sample is to have one or more researchers gather the relevant data and then enter the data into files. We then classify, filter, and merge these files to form a sample.
In order to describe such a sample as a sequence, we would use our lazy evaluation mechanism, where the function to create the rest of a sequence would perform the tasks of reading from one or more files then classifying, filtering, and merging the results.
As a simple example, suppose the data values consist of real numbers held in a number of files and that all the values will be used to form our sample. We could simply gather the file names into a sequence, then define a function that reads successively from each file, until all the files have been read. We employ the local variable X to guarantee that the variable Files is properly adjusted before the recursive call to Remaining-Elements.
Using a Random Sample Generator
In devising experiments and in testing statistical procedures, one often employs random samples based upon a particular probability distribution, such as a uniform distribution, a Gaussian distribution, or a Poisson distribution. This kind of sample is fairly easy to describe as a lazy sequence. 
Collecting Samples from External Sources
We can employ the same technique in analyzing samples gathered automatically from sampling devices, such as temperature sensors, flow meters, and electrical measuring devices. This is similar to reading files, except that the data are continuously fed into the system.
Control Applications and Simulations
Control applications are similar to statistical applications in that we gather data then perform some actions based on the data. The data gathering task is similar to collecting a continuous sample from an external source. Some differences are that l rather than merely gathering statistics, we use the data to decide what actions to perform next, and l the system will involve feedback, i.e., our actions will affect future inputs.
We can view the data values themselves as state information and the actions as state transformations. Here, the Transform function and Input-Seq would be given, while the State-Seq would be built from an initial state using the Transform function and the Input-Seq.
Simulating a Factory Floor
In factory automation applications, we can choose to simulate an entire factory floor or to simulate particular aspects, such as the operation of a particular assembly line robot. In either case the data will appear as an infinite sequence of states.
Since we may view the data from the actual operation of a factory floor as an infinite sequence of states, we could extend a factory floor simulation in a straightforward way to obtain a system that actually controls the factory floor.
S.4.2 Prediction/Evasion
Problems Prediction/evasion problems occur in warfare. A good example is in anti-submarine warfare. Given the submarine's position at a given point in time, the destroyer will want to predict the submarine's position after some time interval, say, the time between launching an antisubmarine missile and the time the missile arrives at the target. The submarine, of course, will try to maneuver in such a way as to make this kind of prediction difficult.
In a prediction/evasion problem, we assume we know the past positions of the evader at particular uniform discrete time points in the past:
. . . . x,, . ..I x.2, x.1, q) Our predictions will be represented by the sequence Xl, x2, . . . . x,, .
corresponding to discrete time points in the future.
We can represent the first sequence, the observations, as an infinite sequence similar to that formed by gathering a sample from external sources. The second sequence, the predictions, will be generated by the prediction algorithm.
Note that the prediction sequence will change with each new observation. However, we will only need to examine a few points in any given prediction sequence.
Again, the object of the game, from the destroyer's point of view, is to predict the position of the submarine at some particular future time point N within sufficient accuracy to guarantee that the missile will sink the submarine.
We can still apply our general simulation pattern to this problem. We need to modify our general simulation pattern to cover sequences that extend infinitely in two directions, starting from some point in the middle.
Distributed Interactive Simulation
Finally, Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) has become a popular topic in strategic and tactical planning. In this type of simulation our inputs can come from a number of diverse sources -from actual units on the ground, in the air, or at sea; from flight simulators and other similar devices; or from planners in a war games room.
We can unify our view of the inputs by viewing each source of inputs as a sequence of values and merging them to obtain a sequence of states. The simulation can then be considered as a sequence of transformations on the state sequence.
Similarly, we could present specific views of the simulation by applying projection functions to the state sequence.
ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
The definition of infinite sequences used so far provides a straightforward weakly typed approach to defining infinite sequences. This approach, patterned on languages like Lisp and Scheme, is particularly useful for prototyping.
We have glossed over a number of issues. First of all, we haven't addressed the problem of reclaiming storage and preventing memory leaks. This was done intentionally to avoid complicating the definitions. One could easily make Sexpr a controlled type and add a reference counting mechanism in order to avoid excessive memory leaks. Two references for this technique are Kempe's Tri-Ada 94 paper [lo] and English's excellent introductory book on Ada [3] .
A more serious matter is that we have effectively thrown away Ada's strong typing mechanism, at least as far as sequences are concerned. Since strong typing is a key feature of Ada, we would like to find a way to obtain infinite data structures without losing the advantages of strong typing.
In other words, can we provide an infinite sequence package for Ada that still has the "look and feel" of Ada?
Two feasible approaches are l to define a generic lazy evaluation package that can be instantiated with any element type, or l to define a lazy evaluation package that works with an abstract tagged type, then use Ada's inheritance mechanism to apply the package to any particular element type.
A Generic Lazy Evaluation Package
A generic lazy evaluation package builds sequences of a generic type Element. The actual functions are similar to those of the original Seq package; thus, the generic lazy evaluation package contain the functions Head, Tail, Cons, etc. where From-N is defined in some package of sequence builders.
We could also define new sequences, such as .the sequence of all squares of natural numbers in terms of our original sequence.
Natural-Squares : Integer-Seqs.Seq := Map(Square'Access, Natural-Numbers);
Applications and Higher Order Functions
As we no longer have a Sexpr type that encompasses all possible data types under consideration, the applications and higher order functions will be quite different from those in the weakly-typed Seq package. We can no longer make do with a single kind of function that maps from Sexpr(s) to Sexpr(s), rather, we must specify explicitly the number and types of arguments used in each application.
In this implementation, we have chosen to deal with the most common kinds of functions, namely,
. nullary, unary, and binary functions on elements, l nullary, unary, and binary functions on sequences, and l functions involving a sequence and either one or two elements.
I .4 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Generic
Seq Package The main advantages of the generic sequence approach are that we can maintain strong typing and that we can implement the package efficiently (at least in the case where all sequences are finite). This approach is similar to that taken in the Ada Generic Library [ 111, with lazy evaluation thrown in. (In fairness, we should point out that the AGL provides more low-level implementation options than we do and is more concerned with efficiency that we are. One could, however, implement the Generic Sequence Package by using the AGL approach.)
One disadvantage of the generic approach is that we are limited to just the sequence data type. We cannot, for example, build up trees or graphs containing the element type. For this, we would need to define a generic tree package or a generic graph package. In the generic case we are trading flexibility for type security.
Lazy Evaluation Using Inheritance
Another possibility is to define the sequence types in terms of tagged types and inheritance. Here we define an abstract type called Sexpr, then derive our sequence and application types from the abstract Sexpr type.
Ideally, we should retain the advantages of Ada strong typing while still enjoying the ability to create more complex data structures than just sequences of elements. The hierarchy can be presented as a single package or as a number of different packages, one for each type. This is pretty much a matter of taste, on which the author prefers to maintain neutrality.
Clearly, to do any real work requires that we have some types with actual information in them, such as numerical values, strings, or application-specific records.
Classwide Types and Pointers
For each type in the hierarchy, we will actually define two types -a tagged record type and an associated access type. We will illustrate the general pattern of type definition by giving the definitions for two types l the abstract type SexprJmpl, which forms the root of the hierarchy, and l the concrete type Pair-Impl, which corresponds to ordinary cons cells in our earlier implementation.
We can define the root type, Sexpr with the declarations type SexprJmpl is abstract tagged private; type Sexpr is access all Sexpr-Impl'Class; One rather peculiar feature of these definitions is that the -Imp1 functions have an extra parameter corresponding to the Seq data type. Both S and Sl are required since l we need S in order to do the dispatching, and l we need Sl in order to handle the low level implementation details.
In some cases, S will be the object to which Sl points, while, in other cases, S will be merely a dummy object that we use to control the dispatching.
A Question of Notation
One minor issue: that of notation. The usual Ada style is to define a record type and its associated access type with declarations like type T is . . . ; --the record type type TJtr is access T;
In dealing with graph-like structures, however, it is usually more convenient to deal with the access types than with the record types themselves. Accordingly, the author favors declarations like type T-Imp1 is . . . . --the record type type T is access all TJmpl;
Individual Atom Types
We can put atomic information, such as integers, floating point numbers, and strings, into the system by defining individual atom types.
For example, we might define an integer atom type, called Int, by deriving an IntJmpl type from Atom-Impl. We would add a field to the IntJmpl record to hold the integer value.
We could also add a creation function New-lnt, which would convert an integer into an Int, as well as an extraction function As-Integer, which would convert an Int back into an integer.
We would also like to define a predicate to test a given Sexpr to see if it is an Int. Since the type Sexpr-Imp1 is already frozen at this point, we need to employ a mechanism other than inheritance to define the predicate. As it turns out, we can handle the predicates easily by using the class membership function. Thus, we could define Is-Int as function IsJnt App-Imp1
augmented by any specific types derived from Pair-Imp1 or &p-14.
To define a hierarchy of sequence types involving specific kinds of bank accounts, we could either attach the bank account hierarchy to each type in the sequence hierarchy derive from Bank-Account_PairJnpl.
With the second choice, Savings-Account-Pair-Imp1 does not derive from PairJmpl.
Either choice results in some counterintuitive conclusions. (It is only fair to point out, however, that this is not a problem with Ada but, rather, a problem with most inheritance mechanisms.) 7 . SOME LIMITA?IONS IMPOSED BY ADA The examples given above show how we can get around Ada's eager evaluation and lack of first class citizenship for functions.
There are still a number of difficulties in achieving the power of a truly functional language.
Lack of Closure Objects
The first problem is the lack of closures as objects. This is a consequence of Ada's stack-based memory allocation. Once we leave a scope, all definitions within that scope cease to exist. By contrast a functional language like Scheme or ML allows the creation of closures, enabling us to define a function such as (define (make-counter) (let ((count 0)) (lambda () (set! count (+ 1 count)) count)))
If we write (define my-counter (make-counter)) then three successive calls to my-counter will produce the results 1, 2, and 3. We can also maintain several independent counters, each with its own internal state.
I .l Simulating Closures via Augmented Parameters
Recall the example of Newton's method. In Scheme, it might look like (define (sqrt x) (define (next y) (cons y (delay (next (/ (+ y (/ y x)) 2.0))))) (next 2.0))
The definition of next, nested within the definition of sqti, takes the value of x from its enclosing environment.
In our version of Newton's method, the value of x was consed onto the front of the parameter list with each call. This represented perhaps the simplest way of adding closure-like objects to the system.
Defining a Closure Data Type
Another way to define a closure would be simply to cons a function object onto a list of name/value pairs.
We could even define a special kind of Sexpr called a closure, and allow Apply to work on a closure and list of arguments.
Lack of Function Builders
Virtually every functional language provides a mechanism for creating anonymous functions. For example, Lisp and Scheme provide the lambda construct for building functions. Thus, the expression ((lambda (x) (+ x 3)) 5)
in Scheme produces the answer 8.
Since Ada does not provide this facility, functions are not, strictly speaking, first class citizens in Ada. This more of an annoyance than an actual problem, since we can always define functions statically and include pointers to them in our data structures. Adding an anonymous function facility to Ada would amount to building a Sexpr interpreter within Ada, which would probably not be worth the effort.
8. SOME RELATED WORK It was designed from the beginning with efficiency in mind; thus, once compiled, the code was as efficient as hand written code.
The Standard Template Library (STL) of C++ was designed with the same goal of efficiency as the Ada Generic Library. Moreover, it was meant to unify a number seemingly different data structures, such as arrays and streams. STL provides a number of containers, iterators, and algorithms, all of which are handled in a uniform manner, regardless of the actual underlying data structure involved. In particular, applications involving user-defined data types will look similar to the corresponding applications involving built-in data types.
There has also been some recent work on providing an Ada analogue of the STL [4] .
The system described in this paper differs from the generics-based approach in three ways:
l We are primarily interested in creating infinite data structures.
l We deal with function objects directly rather than through generics or templates. 9 We are not as concerned with efficiency as in the generics-based approaches.
Language Extension Approaches
Language extension involves either writing a preprocessor to the original language, or creating a new language that is a superset of the original.
Kawa and Pizza are two approaches based on extending the Java programming language. Kawa actually provides a Scheme interpreter that interprets Scheme by first compiling down to the Java Virtual Machine, then running the JVM code. Pizza works in a similar way, except that it uses the Java language as a base, adding functional language extensions to the Java language.
Our approach, again, is different in that we stay within the confines of the Ada programming language.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIREC-TIONS
Lazy evaluation offers a useful approach to defining sequences and other potentially infinite data structures; moreover, it lets us define a number of applications in terms of higher order functions.
Infinite data structures provide a unified view of a number of seemingly different objects, such as lists, arrays, files, random number generators, and external sensors.
Future directions for this work include
. specifying specific applications in terms of infinite data structures, l combining lazy evaluation with distributed processing, such as a CORBA system, in order to treat a distributed or client/server application as a collection of infinite data types1 . extending the three models to handle general communicating sequential processes, l building tools to handle the routine work of generating the appropriate dispatching functions for new classes in the inheritance-based model, l providing tools to converting an application from the weakly typed model to the generic model and to the inheritance-based model, and l fine tuning the system to increase efficiency.
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